
ORGANISATION STUDY IN V GUARD

The organisational study was undertaken mainly to study the department functions of VGuard Industries ltd. Established
in the year ,from.

The smaller categories are in the process of getting launched, like we just rolled out switch gear. Everything
had to be redesigned, reworked. But we managed those risks well and grew our revenues without
compromising profitability which was a huge challenge. Over the years V-Guard has sold into domestic,
industrial and agricultural electronic goods and appliances category taking the total company revenue to over
Rs. We also had several cases of local brands trying to copy our trade dress. It took us almost a year and a half
to completely refresh the brand. So, we did both, expanded not just with regards to geography but also product
categories. Hence we decided to do not only a brand re-launch but also a complete revamp of the packaging.
The re-launch has helped mainly in the new markets where we were not as well-known before. We initiated it
only after the initial phase of investments were done and when we started making money from those markets.
He holds a master's degree in Physics and began his career as a Supervisor in an electronics company. From ,
the journey has been to expand across the country. We realised that while we had very good some values
associated with V-Guard like durability, trust, sturdiness, but we lacked other values like technology
leadership, better designs etc. We tried close to 80 different packaging options and it was painful because we
had close to SKUs. So, between these three colors, almost per cent of our competitors are covered. So we have
managed to create a huge buzz in the market. Moreover the retailer feedback is also extremely positive. Does
being a late entrant in these categories nationally put you at a disadvantage? So, it was very clear from the start
that the Kangaroo has to be there. We managed it because we are not trying to grow very fast by doing too
many things at the same time. So we specifically wanted to move away from those colors, to ensure we stand
out. From there came the logo of Kangaroo with the fridge. What kind of change in revenue and sales did you
see after the brand refresh last year? It became hugely popular in the 80s. It was founded in by Kochouseph
Chittilappilly as a small voltage stabilizer manufacturing unit. Just like a Kangaroo protects its Joey, we
showed that the V-Guard stabilizer would protect your fridge. So, we asked ourselves if it made sense to retain
the Kangaroo.


